Mccoy. It will look like the original quagga
and will be genetically the same, given that
there is no sharp genetic distinction between the quagga and other plains zebras.
Last week, the SA National Parks Board
(SANP) agreed to make available selected
zebra with quagga-like characteristics, raising the number of project zebras to about
150. It also agreed to pay for their capture
and transport.

ENVIRONMENT

GENETIG SGIENGE HELPS RIGHT

THE WRONG$ OF THE PAST
Project to bring back the quagga given fresh impetus
Qcientists at the SA Museum feel they

hunted to extinction during the l9th Cen-

"The Ouaooa Proiect could be consid-

tury by farmers. The last quagga in the

quagga back from extinction. Ifsuccessful,
it will be the first time anywhere in the
world that an extinct wild animal has been
brought back to life.
It will also be the fullllment o[ a dream
that Quagga Proiect co-ordinator Reinhold
Rau has been nurturing since 1969, when
.e remodelled an old quagga skin at the

world died in the Amsterdam Zoo

ered genetic conseryation in a wider sense
as it aims at retrieving the former quaggas'

llare

tantalisingly close to bringing the

SA Museum and found that it still contained bits of flesh. At the time, many

scientists poured cold water on his idea of
retrieving the quagga's genes through selective breeding, arguing that the quagga
was a separate species and not a subspecies of the existing plains zebra or
Rrrrchell's zehrr. Scientists also iclt that
the tissue was too old to be ol any use.
But in the early Eighties, Rau sent the
well-preserved tissue samples to California, where geneticrst Dr Russel Higuchi
managed to extract fragments of DNA and
prove that the quagga was indeed a subspecies of the plains zebra.

on

August 12 1883 The project attempts to
breed a population of these hall-striped
brown zebra by mating selected animals
which in their external appearance resemble the quagga of yore, so collcentrating quagga genes that have been di-

luted and dispersed through

existing

southern plains zebra populations
Of the 70 project zebras, two second-

generation animals displaying the stripe

pattem and coloration closest

to

the
quagga will be mated in four to five years.

Their markings resemble the more heavily

striped quagga skins held by museums,
except that the-y hrve n fcw stripes on tlrc

genes," says project chairman and SA
Museunl director Prof Mike Cluver, who
compares the programme to the breecling
ol the Mongolian Przewalski wild horse which was accomplished using domes-

ticated animals which had documented
Przewalski wild horse blood
- and the
European wild horse, the tarpan, which is
under rvay in Poland.

For Rau

it is also about righting past

wrongs. "We feel science has given us the
tools to try to rectify a mistake man made
150 years ago because of ignorance and
greed and we believe it is our ethical
ohlillalion to tlo this."
Clairo Sissokor

hocks; quaggas had none.

r q2\/q the nffspring may well turn
Prr

out to be the

real

"lt was quite a breakthrough in the
scientific world," says Rau. "lt stimulated
scientists to look for DNA in things like

mammoths, dinosaur bones, mumnries
and the extinct New Zealand moah bird
:cause it showed that DNA can survive
rntact long after the death of an individual,
some say for millions of years."

The beautiful plains zebra, once abunin the Karoo and Free State. was

dant
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